Abstract. Minimum phase systems are the only systems that allow (in disturbance-free unconstrained case) the achievement of perfect tracking in presence of arbitrary reference signals. The question is whether this still holds when the control input is subject to input saturation constraint. Surprisingly, most works on global output tracking in presence of input saturation focused on nonminimum phase systems. Then, perfect tracking is only achievable for constant references. In this paper, it is shown that more powerful tracking results are achievable for minimum phase systems. Specifically, perfect tracking is guaranteed for arbitrary type reference signals that satisfy a well defined strict compatibility condition. When, the reference signal is just compatible in the mean then the tracking quality depends on the reference variation rate. For periodic reference signals (not necessarily compatible with the constraint), all the closed-loop system signals are shown to be periodic with the same period.
I. INTRODUCTION n this paper, the focus is made on global output reference tracking for stable linear systems in presence of input constraint. It is well known that such an issue is closely related to the system phase nature. In the unconstrained case, global tracking of arbitrary type reference signals is achievable only for minimum phase systems. The question is whether this still holds in the case of input saturation constraint. Surprisingly, early relevant results concerned nonminimum phase systems, e.g. ( [2] - [3] ). It was shown, using saturated versions of (adaptive) pole placement regulators, that perfect global tracking is only possible for constant reference signals that are strictly compatible with the input limitation. The problem of perfect global tracking of not necessarily constant references was dealt with in [9] considering minimum-phase stable systems controlled by saturated (adaptive) model reference regulator. It was shown that the tracking error converges globally to zero whatever the nature of the reference signal provided this is strictly compatible with the constraint. While such result constitutes a theoretical progress, its practical applicability is limited. In practical applications, the following tracking issues are important: (i) Does the regulator still show a tracking capability when facing reference signals that are only compatible in the mean (but not strictly)? (ii) How behaves the regulator in presence of reference signals with no compatibility feature? These issues are addressed in the present paper considering input-constrained minimum-phase systems controlled by saturated model reference regulators. In addition to perfect tracking of strictly compatible reference signals, it is shown that average tracking performances are ensured when the reference signal is just compatible in the mean. Then, the tracking error is proportional in the mean to the mean rate of the reference sequence. Furthermore, in the case of just periodic reference signals (not necessarily compatible), all closed loop signals are in steady-state periodic and oscillate with the same frequency as the reference.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is devoted to formulating the control problem and designing the regulator; key technical lemmas are presented in Section 3 and used in Section 4 to establish the regulator tracking performances; a conclusion and reference list end the paper.
II. CONTROL PROBLEM FORMULATION AND REGULATOR DESIGN
We are considering continuous time SISO linear systems is then referred to tracking dynamics of the closed-loop system. The point is that the regulation dynamics (defined by ) (s C ) and the tracking dynamics are presently independently chosen.
3) The above regulator design is quite different from the state-space design proposed in [8] . In the latter the tracking dynamics are identical to the regulation dynamics )) (
III. TECHNICAL TOOLS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In this section, we recall a number of technical tools relevant to the theory of input-output stability, e.g. [8] . In particular, Lemma 3.1 will play a central role in the analysis of the next section. The next definitions make precise the sense of (reference signal) compatibility and signal smallness in the mean (e.g. [4] ). In these definitions (and throughout), ) (T m denotes the measure of subset IR T ⊂ . Specifically:
A. Preliminary Notions
(for all real numbers 
In the above definition and throughout, the notations
are indifferently used. 
Definition 3.4. Consider the system (1a
( ) M u SM t u ∈ ) ( * , .i.e. M T T m u dt (t) u m(T) 1 sup lim * ) ( ≤ ∞ → .
2)
* y is strictly compatible with the constraint if there is a . A reference that is compatible in the mean allows the induced control to press on the constraint or even to violate it from time to time. Unlikely, the control signal induced by a strictly compatible reference does never violate the constraint nor it presses on it. The type of reference signal compatibility determines the achievable tracking performances (Theorems 4.1 and 4.2)
B. Technical Lemmas.
Lemma 3.1 (Properties of the saturation function). The function () .
sat has the following properties: 1) [ ]
Proof. See e.g. [2] , [3] .
be any real signals and 
Then one has: 2) The feedback is 2 L -stable if : 
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with the same period. This is a quite interesting feature of the present paper compared to recent works, e.g. [9] . The key step to achieve such result is the proof of incremental stability for the operator 
Theorem 4.2 (Tracking of mean compatible reference signals). Consider the constrained system (1a-b) in closedloop with the saturated regulator (5a-b). Suppose that:
with
Using (24), it follows from (23) that:
. Applying Lemma 3.3 (Part 2) to the feedback of Fig 1 with the definitions (19) - (21), it follows that 2 L -stability would be guaranteed for that feedback, if:
which, in view of (13a), becomes:
But, this actually holds, due to (16). That is, the feedback of Fig 1 (with notations (19) - (21)) is actually 2 L -stable. As a consequence of 2 L -stability and Lemma 3.2 (Part 2), it follows from (22) and (19)- (20) that there exists a constant
K SM e ∈ which in turn gives using the fact that 
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. Then, it follows from (31):
Notice that the transfer function ()
is Hurwitz. Then, applying Lemma 3.2 (Part 2), it follows from (28)-(29) that:
where we have also used the fact that ) (t ε is exponentially vanishing. Now, let show that if
. This readily follows applying the Routh's criterion to the Hurwitz
. To prove (35), let us examine the three cases:
Case 1:
. This, together with (32), gives:
It is readily seen from (36) that:
. This, together with (33), gives:
It readily follows from (37) that: 
. Using (38), it follows from (35) that:
At this point, three cases have to be distinguished.
. Then, the integrals on the right side of (39) are finite because all integrated signals are bounded and
. Then, one has:
which implies: 
Combining (42a-b), one gets from (40) that:
Then, as
, one gets from (41) that:
The last inequality follows from (34), using Lemma 3.2 (Part 2). Similarly, one has:
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The last inequality follows from the fact that the reference signal * y is compatible in the mean with the constraint (Definition 3.4, Part 1). Using (64a-b), it follows from (38) that:
Combining the results (40), (63) and (65), it follows that ( )
. This establishes Part 2 of Theorem 4.2.
Proof of Part 3. The control law (5a) can be rewritten: 
, it follows applying Lemma 3. VII. REFERENCES.
